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GTIN Definition 

• Definition of a GTIN
The Global Trade Item Number™ (GTIN™) is used for the unique identification of trade items worldwide. 
GTINs may be 8, 12, 13 or 14-digits in length. 
Their data structures require up to 14-digit fields, and all GTIN processing software should allow for 14 digits.
GTIN-14 is a 14-digit number used to identify trade items at various packaging levels.

• GTINs in Healthcare
Global Trade Item Numbers (GTINs) uniquely identify items that are traded (pharmaceuticals, medical devices, 
etc.) in the Supply Chain. A change to one aspect, characteristic, variant or formulation of a trade item may 
require the allocation of a new GTIN.
Brand Owners who hold the specifications of a healthcare item must properly allocate and maintain their 
GTINs to enable trading partners to distinguish products effectively for regulatory, supply chain and patient 
safety concerns.
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• Product 
• The term ”product” is used for all articles with the same trade name, strength, pharmaceutical dosage form and MAH, 

e.g. Tablet X, 500 mg, film-coated tablet (Company X)

• Article 
• A product may have one or more articles.

• The term “Article” is used for a specific package type and size of a product, e.g. Tablet X, 500 mg, blister 20 film-coated 
tablets (Company X)

• Package
• An article may have one or more packages.

• The term “package” is used for the different package types of an article. These may have:

 Different measures

 Different external appearance

 Different patient information leaflets, PIL, in the Nordic countries, such as different languages and different 
information.

 Different content - different composition of the pharmaceutical e.g. colouring substance (parallel import)

GTINs: Products, articles, and packages
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GTIN Structure

• Format of a GTIN (14 digits)

• GTIN example structure 1 (smaller company)

• GTIN example structure 2 (bigger company)

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10 N11 N12 N13 N14

Indicator 2) Check digitProduct ID

GS1 company prefix 1) Package3) reference

1) By joining a GS1 Member Organisation, the 
company receives a GS1 Company Prefix which 
gives the company the ability to create GTINs 
and access to the GS1 standards.

The GS1 Company Prefix consists of a GS1 Prefix 
and the Company Number. In general it 
comprises six to ten digits depending on the 
company.

The first two or three digits N2, N3, N4 constitute 
the GS1 Prefix allocated by GS1 Global Office to 
each GS1 Member Organisation. It does not
mean that the item is produced or distributed in 
the country to which the prefix has been 
allocated.

2) The Indicator takes the value 1 to 8 and is used 
to indicate the packaging level if applicable. The 
digits do not have to be used in sequential order 
and some may not be used at all.
Note: The value 9 is reserved for variable 
measure items (e.g. cubic metres for gases when 
delivered to a hospital).

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10 N11 N12 N13 N14

N1 N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 N7 N8 N9 N10 N11 N12 N13 N14

GS1 company prefix Package reference

GS1 prefix Company number

GS1 company prefix Package reference

GS1 prefix Company number

3) See previous slide for the definition of a 
package. 
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300 – 379 France
400 – 440 Germany
474 Estonia
475 Latvia
477 Lithuania
500 – 509 UK
520 – 521 Association Greece
535 Malta
539 Ireland
540 – 549 Belgium & Luxembourg
560 Portugal
569 Iceland
570 – 579 Denmark
590 Poland
594 Romania
599 Hungary
640 – 649 Finland
700 – 709 Norway
730 – 739 Sweden
760 – 769 Schweiz, Suisse, Svizzera
800 – 839 Italy 
840 – 849 Spain 
850 Cuba
858 Slovakia
859 Czech
870 – 879 Netherlands
900 – 919 Austria

GTIN Country Prefixes
• Company prefixes are based on the country 

prefixes shown in the list 1).

• Note that since member companies can 
manufacture products anywhere in the world, 
prefixes do not identify the country of origin for 
a given product.

• Examples of company prefixes

• Bayer AG, Leverkusen, D
4000722

• Novartis Pharma AG, Basel, CH
7612799

• Note: One company may have several GS1 
company prefixes

1) Extract from http://www.gs1.org/company-prefix
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01012345678901281719120121123456789A123456789B<GS>10ABATCHCODE12345

Structure of a Package Data Matrix Code based on GTIN/NTIN
According to EFPIA European Pack Coding Guidelines1)

Serial Number Field

Application Id 21
„Serial Number“

Serial number 
(variable length, 
max. 20 chars)

Group separator 
(0x1D)

Batch/Lot Number Field

1) See also [GS1-GENSPEC], [GS1-GTINALLOC]       
2) This represents what is sent by the scanner after reading. The string encoded in the 2D data matrix has a slightly different structure, cf. next slide 

Application Id 10
„Batch/Lot Number“

(variable length, max. 20 
chars)

No group separator 
character

because of last fieldBatch/lot 
number

Application Id 17
„Expiration 

Date“

Expiration 
Date Field

Product Number 
Field

Expiration 
Date 

YYMMDD or 
YYMM00

„2019-12-01“

Application Id 01
„GTIN“ 

(Product Number)

GTIN 
13 digits + 

1 check digit

GTIN (01)           01234567890128
SERIAL (21)  123456789A123456789B
LOT (10) ABATCHCODE12345
EXPIRY 2019-12-01

This is how the example data 
above would be encoded as a 2D 
code and printed on a package in 
human readable form:

Example2) :
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The special function characters such as FNC1 through FNC4 do not have any direct ASCII representation. Each symbology that supports such characters has a different scheme for encoding them in its internal 
representation quite distinct from any byte-orientated character data.
The FNC characters serve both as flag characters (indicating something special to the reader) and as formatting characters (modifying the meaning of the encoded data). As such they are not intended to be 
transmitted directly in the data received by the host system from a basic barcode reader.

The usual purpose of each of the FNC characters is as follows:

FNC1 - Structured Data flag character indicating GS1 and AIM formatting and group separator formatting character, amongst other uses.
FNC2 - Message Append flag character for buffering the data in groups of symbols for a single read.
FNC3 - Reader Programming flag character for device configuration purposes.
FNC4 - Extended ASCII formatting character for encoding characters with ordinals 128-255.

Be aware that they may not all be available in certain barcode symbologies and may even be specified in different, non-typical ways.

Encoding an FNC character in a symbol's internal data is accomplished via an "escape mechanism" specific to the encoding software. For example, to use FNC1 in its typical GS1 structured data role for the data 
"(01)00312345678906(21)123456789012(30)0144" you might see the FNC1 characters escaped as {FNC1} so that the input looks like {FNC1}010031234567890621123456789012{FNC1}300144. But each library has 
a different way of accepting these non-data characters and some will even insert the required characters automatically [*].

Upon scanning a barcode, the symbol's internal data is typically decoded, then transmitted to the host over a basic channel (e.g. keyboard wedge) as a sequence of bytes to be interpreted according to the Latin-1 
character encoding. The FNC characters cannot be represented in such a manner and are excluded from the data stream, however their formatting effect on the data remains.

For instance, the standards for most symbologies specify that when an FNC1 character is being used in its role as a field separator in data conforming to GS1 Application Identifier Standard Format it should be 
decoded and transmitted as GS (ASCII 29). Explicitly stated, the formatting effect of a FNC1 character used as a GS1 Application Identifier separator is to place a GS character at the end of the variable-length field. 
But in other roles (such as when FNC1 is used in "first/second position" as a flag character and with non-GS1 formatted data) there is no formatting effect on the carried data and therefore no ASCII representation 
during decoding.

Another instance of the special function characters having a formatting effect on the data is with symbologies that use FNC4 to extend their reach from 7-bit ASCII into extended ASCII as described in this answer.

A subtle technical point is that the data transferred to the host is often prefixed with a short symbol indicator header which identifies the type and usage of the symbol from which the data is being read. This is 
often modified by the presence of otherwise invisible flag characters within the symbol data, for example to indicate the presence of GS1 formatted data with "FNC1 in first" or to indicate reader programming 
mode when FNC3 appears anywhere in the symbol. The details are symbology specific.

[*]: Barcode Writer in Pure PostScript will automatically insert appropriate FNC1 characters for any symbology whose data is exclusively provided in the GS1 Application Identifier standard format. It will also encode 
extended ASCII characters through the automatic use of FNC4 characters where the symbology supports this

http://stackoverflow.com/questions/31318648/what-is-the-actual-hex-binary-value-of-the-gs1-fnc1-character

Detail information on FNC1 character in GS1 codes
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PPN Definition

1) http://www.ifaffm.de/mandanten/1/documents/04_ifa_coding_system/IFA_Spec_PPN_Pharmacy_Product_Number_EN.pdf

The Pharmacy Product Number (PPN) has been developed by a stakeholder consortium consisting of pharmaceutical product manufacturers, distributors and 
pharmacists in order to integrate existing local systems into global standards of the International Standardization Organization (ISO) and ensuring the PPN is 
internationally unique. IFA acts as the executive organization maintaining the PPN.

A PPN (Pharmacy Product Number) has the following structure1): 

• DI (Data Identifier) is a prefix to the actual PPN. It is used to indicate the beginning of a PPN in data structures such as data matrix codes.

• Product Registration Agency (PRA) Code indicates the type of Registered Product Number that follows. E.g. 11 signifies a German PZN (Pharmazentralnummer). 
See also following slide.

• Registered Product Number is the embedded product number, e.g. a German PZN, an Austrian PZN or a GTIN.

• PPN Check Sum is a 2 digit checksum, ensuring a high level of security against typing or reading errors. 
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[)><RS>06<GS>9N111234568408<GS>1TF17L715034<GS>D180800<GS>SXVTR75973491745419<RS><EOT>

<RS> = Record separator ASCII, 0x1E
<GS>    = Group separator ASCII, 0x1D
<EOT> = End of transmission ASCII, 0x04

Structure of Package Data Matrix Code 
According to IFA Coding System (ASC format1))

As an alternative to the GS1 package coding standard (see above), a data structure according to the IFA coding system may be applied.

Description: http://www.ifaffm.de/mandanten/1/documents/04_ifa_coding_system/IFA_Spec_PPN_Code_Handelspackung_EN.pdf

Example 
(Tripapolon test package)

Additional example of a complete data string with 
data elements PPN, batch number, expiry date and 
serial number
(from IFA documentation)

Message 
header

Format 
header

Data field with identifier 9N, 
IFA product number2), and 

group separator

Data field with 
identifier 1T, charge 
number, and group 

separator

Data field with 
identifier D, expiry 

date, and group 
separator

Data field with 
identifier S, serial 
number, without
group separator

Format 
trailer

Message 
trailer

Further specifities

The special characteristic of Multi Country Packs is the use of multiple, country specific product numbers. The relevant number 
for the country must be recognised by the commercial systems and at the dispensing point.
Depending on whether the product number is a PPN or a GTIN/NTIN, either the Data Identifier "9N" or "8P“ should be used, 
possibly more than once.
Example: PPN with the number 110375286414         and

GTIN with the number 01234567891231   and
NTIN with the number 03400123456789

1) ASC Format: Structure according to 
ISO/IEC 15434 / format 6 and ASC MH10 
Data Identifiers (DI) according to ISO/IEC 
15418 (referring to ANSI MH10.8.2)

2) German PZN, indicated by leading „11“ 
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European Countries, PRA1) Codes

1) Product Registration Agency

Assigning to any European coding system a distinct prefix, the so called Product Registration Agency Code (PRA-Code) lies at the heart of the IFA coding system: 
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PZN – Pharmazentralnummer (Germany)

The Pharmazentralnummer (PZN, „Pharma Central Number“) is – within Germany – a unique identification key for medicaments and other pharmacy products1).
It is an 8 digit sequence (7 significant digits + check digit) to unambiguously identify medicaments distinguished by trade name, dosage form, strength and package 
size. PZNs are assigned in ascending order, i.e. no particular information (e.g. manufacturer) can be derived from the PZN itself.  

Structure of a German PZN:

Germany: PZN Codes

1) https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pharmazentralnummer

12345678

Actual product 
number

Check digit
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PZN vs. PPN and NTIN/GTIN

German manufacturers can choose between two rivalling encoding schemes to generate globally unique product codes from a given PZN.
These are 

• PPNs (Pharmacy Product Numbers, issued by IFA GmbH, www.ifaffm.de)

• NTINs (National Trade Item Numbers which are special cases of GTINs, Global Trade Item Numbers, issued by GS1)

The following diagram shows the transformation rules from German PZN to PPN and NTIN, respectively:

Germany: PPN Codes

PZN (Pharmazentralnummer): 
12345678

PPN (Pharmacy Product Number)
111234567842

NTIN (National Trade Item Number)
04150123456782

PZN PZN2 digit PPN 
checksum

Product Registration 
Agency Code (PRA code) 

for „German PZN“

GS1 prefix 
reserved for 

„German 
PZN“

Package 
level 

indicator

NTIN 
check digit
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PZN – Pharmazentralnummer (Austria)

The Pharmazentralnummer (PZN, „Pharma Central Number“) is – within Austria – a unique identification key for medicaments and other pharmacy products1).
It is a 7 digit sequence (6 significant digits + check digit) to unambiguously identify medicaments distinguished by trade name, dosage form, strength and package size.
PZNs are assigned in ascending order, i.e. no particular information (e.g. manufacturer) can be derived from the PZN itself. 

Structure of an Austrian PZN:

Important notes: 

- Austrian and German PZNs are assigned independently, i.e. in general, equivalent products will have different PZNs in Austria and Germany.

- Austrian PZNs have 7 digits whereas German PZNs have 8 digits (both including one check digit).

Austria: PZN Codes

1) https://www.apotheker.or.at/Internet/OEAK/NewsPresse_1_0_0a.nsf/agentEmergency!OpenAgent&p=6213BA470504C468C1256E8900370485&fsn=fsStartHomeFachinfo&iif=0

1234567

Actual product 
number

Check digit
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Austria: National Trade Item Numbers (NTINs)

NTINs (National Trade Item Numbers which are special cases of GTINs, Global Trade Item Numbers, issued by GS1) will be
the encoding scheme to be used by Austrian manufacturers to generate globally unique product codes.

NTIN (National Trade Item Number) 1)

0 90 8888 123456 9   

PZNGS1 prefix
for „ARGE 
Pharma“

Country 
prefix

Check digit

1) See also [EFPIA-EUPACKCOD] 

http://argepharma.fcio.at/DE/argepharma.fcio.at/Kodierung%20von%20Arzneimitteln/Kodierung+von+Arzneimitteln.aspx
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Nordics: Nordic Product Numbers and GTINs

Current Situation

• NTIN formation rule in Sweden, Finland, Denmark, Iceland, Norway:
704626 + Nordic Drug Code issued by Nordic Number office + check digit 

• Example:  0 704626 070632 3

• These basic criteria are mandatory and need to be met equally in all countries concerned if a Vnr is to be used in more than one
country.

 Trade name

 Marketing authorisation holder (MAH)

 Pharmaceutical dosage form

 Strength

 Pack size

 Type of package

• See her for more details on Nordic Drug Codes: 

Adobe Acrobat 
Document
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Nordics: Nordic Product Numbers and GTINs

Problem
• There is only one NTIN per VNr  =>  all packages of an article with a given VNr have the same NTIN and vice-versa

• Impossible to uniquely identify different packages of an article via VNr and NTIN, example:

• Denmark VNr = 123456

• Norway VNr = 123456

• Other examples of equal products, but different packages:

a. Swedish / Finnish package - Tablet Y, 500 mg, 20 blister
b. Danish / Norwegian package - Tablet Y, 500 mg, 20 blister
Differences: Package material, including the patient information leaflet - different languages

a. Paracetamol Parallel Importer Z - 500 mg, 20 blister originating from Bulgaria
b. Paracetamol Parallel Importer Z - 500 mg, 20 blister originating from Portugal
Differences: Blister, package dimensions, colouring substance etc. can differ.

Same NTIN: 0 704626 123456 9

Danish 
Package Text 

Norwegian 
Package Text
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CIP-7 («Club Inter Pharmaceutique») is a numeric product code standard with 7 digits and without any specific meaning related to the product (except for the number range, see 
below).  Each code contains 6 significant digits plus a check digit (modulo 11).

Current number ranges (significant digits) are as follows:
300 000 - 399 999 Medicaments for human usage (A.M.M. = Autorisation de Mise sur le Marché) 
490 000 - 494999 Medicaments authorized for parallel import
500 000 - 549 999 Medicaments for professional dentist usage (A.M.M.)
550 000 - 589 999 Medicaments for human usage reserved to hospital usage (A.M.M.) and cohort study usage (A.T.U. = Autorisation Temporaire d’Utilisation).
590 000 à 599 999 Imported medicaments reserved to hospital usage
670 000 à 699 999 Veterinary medicaments (A.M.M.)
900 000 à 999 999 UCD code for commonly used medicaments, smallest package size (U.C.D. = Unités Communes de Distribution et/ou de 

Dispensation, https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit%C3%A9_commune_de_dispensation)

Future Plans:
To remain compatible with the requirements resulting from medicament verification, CIP-13 numbers are embedded into the following NTIN product number structure
(see also following slides). CIP-13 numbers are already in in use today. 

An agreement has been signed according to which the prefix «3400» has been reserved for CIP exclusively. 
Hence, within this scheme, there is no risk for CIP/UCD numbers to overlap with other GTINs.

France: CIP/UCD vs. NTIN

03400912345696

CIP prefix
CIP/UCD code

(example)

Constant (9 indicates human medicaments)

GTIN check digit 
(example)

Indicator, used with 
GTIN-14 or „0“ as 
padding
character

CIP-13, equal to GTIN-13
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[N-VNR] Nordic VNR instruction booklet:
http://wiki.vnr.fi/

[F-CIP] French CIP codes
http://www.ucdcip.org/assoc/codification.php , see also:   

[GS1-GENSPEC] GS1 General Specifications: The foundational GS1 standard that defines how identification keys, data attributes and barcodes must be used in business 
applications. 
http://www.gs1.org/barcodes-epcrfid-id-keys/gs1-general-specifications

[GS1-GTINALLOC] Detailed description of GTIN allocation rules:
http://www.gs1.org/docs/gsmp/healthcare/GS1_Healthcare_GTIN_Allocation_Rules.pdf

[EFPIA-EUPACKCOD] EFPIA European Pack Coding Guidelines 
http://www.efpia.eu/uploads/images/EFPIA%20European%20Pack%20Coding%20Guideline%20V3_6%20%28Final%29.pdf

[EDQM-STD-TERMS] EDQM Pharmaceutical Standard Terms (requires free user account) 
https://standardterms.edqm.eu

Country Specific

General

Adobe Acrobat 
Document

Adobe Acrobat 
Document

Product Master Data: References


